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Abstract
Now a day’s all the people are more addicted to computers and cell phones more in their daily life and

forgetting the morals and more over neglecting their future. In this paper we want to compare in between Spirituality and
computers, for this generation. We want to discuss the negative factors of more usage of computers.
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Introduction
An Information System(IS) is basically thought to be a course of action of interrelated segments or portions
that collect(input), manipulate(processes), and spread (yield) data and information and give an info instrument
to meet an objective.

The examination of fundamental programming and structures of hardware that public and association use to
channel, get ready, assemble, create and course data is called as ISs (Information Systems). An ISs are sorted
out as a blend of people, gear, programming, correspondence frameworks and the data resources that
assemble, changes and scatters information to an affiliation.

ISs are in like manner the social occasion of particular and HR that give the limit, enrolling, course, and
correspondence for the information required by all or somewhere in the range of a player in an endeavor.

Academic data structures are a rising specialization of data frameworks. This is obvious as there are two Intnl.
Confs. especially on Cognitive ISs in 2009 and 2010 [CISconf09, CISconf10] and ICCSIP (International
Conference on Cognitive Systems and Information Processing) (http://www.csipconf.org). Regardless, the
contemplation is not absolutely responsibly detained in the proposal. It is from each point the postponed result
of gathering mindfulness and data structures in an interdisciplinary setting. It is felt that investigating the
subject in this course has a workable for viewpoint appraisal.[1]

Ergonomics (or human parts) is the good old fashioned control pushed through the viewpoint of interests
among people and unmistakable sections of a structure, and the calling that applies theory, benchmarks,
information and strategies to plan to update human achievement and general framework execution.
Ergonomics is utilized to satisfy the two focuses of accomplishment and practicality. It is gigantic in the plan
of such things as guaranteed furniture and simple-to-use interfaces to machines.

"Ergonomics considers the work development so as to add better to the system of work means accustomed to
physiological and mental attributes of people with success gages and cash related ability".[2]

A Web Information System (WIS) uses the Web perspective to present data to its customers. It is an IS that
usages web headways to pass on information and organizations, to customers or distinctive ISs or
applications.

Its central article is to convey and keep up data by using hypertext-based norms. WISs has been able to be
pervasive by the development of WWW. It uses the web (WWW) as its vital access channel. WISs stage uses
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Internet, Intranet and distinctive framework programming lingos to layout and constructs the PC programming
stage.[3]

A WISs involves one or more web applications, specific helpfulness orchestrated sections, together with
information portions and other non-web fragments. Web generally is used for database, and the front end is
used as the back end.

Multi Media information systems determine an input part in building with inventive advance later on. They
are driving forces for new research in various areas, for occurrence, high transmission limit pushed structures,
profitable information gadgets, stockpiling frameworks with to a mind - boggling degree broad cutoff
focuses, information representation and appearing of sight and sound information, vast went on databases,
decided working structures, human-PC association, PC outline and head ways.

To produce an exceptionally impelled information based society, refined taking care of advances fusing sight
and sound substance are getting the chance to be engaging in various organization assortment including TV,
circulated, teaching, helpful and human organizations involvement delight and trades.

A MMIS has four key characteristics:

 Multimedia frameworks should be controlled by PC
 Multimedia frameworks are intertwined.
 The records they oversee must be tended to digitally.
 The border to the last appearance of media is natural.

The inspiration for framing the work is basically fervor for undertaking a testing errand in an enrapturing
locale of examination (Networking). The chance to find around another space of figuring not secured in
areas.[4]

OSNs (Online Social Networks) have seen veritable progression is getting much thought in examination
within late years. Social Networks changed into an urgent piece of orderly life.

Definitions:

 OSN is an online organization keeping in mind the end goal to awards individuals to build an
unhindered or semi-open system inside the organization.
 Consistent a record of additional customers with whom they share an association.
 Outlook and explore their summary of affiliations and those who made by additional inside the
organization.
 Summary of additional customers using whom a relationship is common not constrained to relations
like sidekick (MySpace, Facebook) or relative (Genie), moreover involve affiliations like follower (Twitter),
endorser (YouTube) or capable (Linked In).[5]

A mobile social network is a social network where people with common interests meet and converse using
a mobile phone or a tablet. It is similar to Web-based social networks and also makes use of virtual
communities, with the difference being in the device used.

Mobile social networking is social networking where individuals with similar interests converse and connect
with one another through their mobile phone and/or tablet. Much like web-based social networking, mobile
social networking occurs in virtual communities.[6]

Meta structure means the information required to track actual information.

For example Ph.D., students requires more number of journal papers and articles as references. Then
references might be an hyper link, web site address (URL) or file name or path itself for download. So
references information is called meta data. To proper navigation with that meta data, to find actual data, that
meta data need to be maintained in a separate data base. But meta data mentioned here is little bit difference
from RDBMS meta data. Table structures are maintained in RDBMS. Here meta store is self manageable and
auto navigated capable based on the underlying concept.
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Net information extraction and understanding disclosure are the essential errands controlled via a huge
fragment of character now-a-days. However, the easy impediment is checking. Internet browsing is maximum
dismal undertaking in the context of massive interest vicinity. Any human call is basically a specific form of
substance. Taking the entirety into account the pages giving such substance may moreover tail a few cutting-
edge system systems internal of their change life cycle. Permit us to keep in mind an internet alternate. Most
of the web social gatherings take after identical structure which incorporates query, answer, observation,
criticism and so on.[7]

Literature Survey
Computers means Computing Machine: From different perspectives a computer is a machine of having
Computing power, Memory power, Memory storage capacity, Memory retrieval capacity etc.,

In the olden days of Sri Rama Krishna Paramahamsa, Computer literacy is nil. Computer language (Machine
Language) allows only 0’s and 1’s. According to the language of Sri Rama Krishna Paramahamsa’s, “How
many 0’s you may have in a number but if  that number starts with ‘1’, then only it will have the value”.
According to him, this ‘1’ is GOD.
“WORK IS WORSHIP”. Always remember GOD in all aspects of life.

Computers – Images: Now a day’s programmers work on computer with the help of Images (GUI) i.e.,
Working with images, for ease of working. But in olden days they used only CUI. According to RK garu, he
supported Image worship in God realization of Goddess Kali.

Capacity of Computers: They are Cognitive models of human brain. They are limited to Cognitive
intelligence. In course of time computers are developed by including e-learning model, AI applications
(giving emotions to computers) etc., Computers doesn’t have sensing organs as human beings. As per the
sayings of RK, he insists more in spirituality than depending on the computers which is not having self –
thinking, which is more in human beings. Hence he says to be more close with human beings and god,  by
doing worship of god.

Artificial Intelligence Computers: Computers with AI is the latest development of now a day’s scientists.
They are trying to develop the computers equal to human brains. But it is not possible. As a computer can’t
differentiate as  done by humans or at least by animals.

Computers – Real World Problems: Computers cannot give solutions for life skill problems. Now a day’s
computers are mainly used for unwanted and unnecessary things, which are mere waste to the people i.e., use
of computers is very less valid. Computers knowledge or services are far for poor people.

Peoples are unable to understand the greatness of people like Sri Rama Krishna, Sri Vivekananda, hence they
are becoming heartless computer using people.

The equivalence of Sand and Gold: RK treated sand and gold in the same manner. He is more interested in
spiritual way than any gold. Chemistry name of sand is Silicon Dioxide, with which computer ICs are
manufactured.

Computers – Brahmic state (Brahman consciousness): By doing great meditation RK got this brahmic
state. Where computers doesn’t have any soul or spiritual in nature. Computers doesn’t have the nature of
doing by itself or taking any decision by itself. These are not bachelors or married ones. These won’t have any
family life. There is no chance of converting computers as Sanyasi’s is not at all possible. But for RK all the
above three mentioned things occurred to him with in very short period.

Computers – Emotions: Computers can’t have emotions like laughing, crying, getting angry etc.., But
scientists are trying to induce few emotions in computers. But not yet succeeded. But for human beings all
emotions are present. RK used to talk to people with full of love and affection. He used to tell spiritual stories
for the people. He used to play, sing, dance with all his devotees.
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Computers – Spirituality: Computers can’t pray. But RK due to his great prayers he got the darshan of
Goddess Kali. He brought spirituality in so many devotees of him. His soul is like a sea. When he suffered
with throat cancer, still he never stopped his spirituality i.e., doing prayers in temple.

While going to Kasi, he saw so many poor people suffering from various diseases, and prayed to god to cure
the poor people, after curing them he went to kasi.

Computers – Life: Computers are life less. For a human body we have few stages like childhood, younger
generation, middle age and old age, where as computers doesn’t have such generations. Percentage of people
using computers are very less. There is no such computer which is used by all the generations of people. But
RK is a great computer who can be admired by all generations.

Computers – Theory of reincarnation: Computers doesn’t have any reincarnation. It won’t have another
birth. But RK has reincarnation along with Swami Vivekananda. He born in Gaya with a name of
GADADARUDU. With his spiritual power he got the darshans of various goddess. After is death also, he
advised to Swami Vivekananda in Kanyakumari to go for Chicago conference.

Computers – Truthfulness: Computers doesn’t have the discipline of truthfulness. Computers can say false
statements as directed by a human being. But RK he is a man of truthfulness.

Computer Network – RK: RK is like a computer network, means he used to link all the people with his
spiritual speeches. He is not having the knowledge of TCP/UDP as computers have, but he used to network
the people with his great spiritual singing and his simple-ness.

Computers – Vision: Computer cannot dream. But human can have vision (dreams). RK used to have
darshan of various goddess or gods in his dreams. His meditation power is infinite. Computer doesn’t have
spiritual beauty. Hence if a man completely depends on a computer, his failure starts.

Computer usage – Social disorder: Due to more usage of computers, the relations are reducing to a great
extent. People are becoming a great slaves to computers (cell phones). Due to this he is decreasing his mental
ability and gradually reducing his life.  Now a day’s due to more usage of computers people are getting so
many disorders in their bodies (health problems). Hence convert the more usage of computers into a spiritual
usage as RK, which gives rise to many great results.

Devine Computer – Sri Rama Krishna Paramahamsa: By reading his books of spiritual sayings, and if we
make usage of this spiritual life more, it will be a great benefit to people w.r.t. their health and we can see so
many nice changes. We use Google as a search engine and for RK goddess Kali is a search engine.

Conclusion:
In this paper we have given a brief description about the various latest technologies in

ISs and compared the latest computer ISs with greatest people of olden days and explained how the greatest
personalities of yester years used their knowledge, thinking of those days without computers. We related the
divine knowledge of Sri Rama Krishna Paramahasa with Cognitive ISs and Goddess Kali Maa as ISs for him.
We showed that the great people of yester years can also be related with the latest technology of computers.
Finally the authors want to say to this generation people that please don’t waste your valuable time in
spending more with computer or cell phones due to which more disorders are coming, and try to go in
spiritual way which is having so many benefits in all regards.
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